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Introduction

The proliferation of online content often makes it difficult for content consumers to make choices.
Many commercial websites, in their attempts to retain or broaden their user base, employ recommender systems to help their customers find goods, services, or content that would suit them most.
The benefits of recommender systems are twofold: they not only facilitate the search for new items
but also allow companies to sell additional goods or services that a user might miss otherwise. Recommender systems thus have been attracting more and more attention of researchers and practitioners
as tools to improve service quality and to boost sales by recommending products based on previous
consumer behavior or other features [1, 2, 3]. It has been shown that, for purposes of better customer
relationship management, recommender systems can both increase user satisfaction and loyalty and,
on the other hand, can give an insight for decision makers on the users’ needs and behaviour and thus
prevent user churn, improve user retention, and generally improve the service being provided [4].
A recommender system takes histories of user preferences together with additional information
(demographic information about the users, information about the content of items being recommended
etc.) and automatically creates personalized recommendations for goods and services. At present,
the role of recommender systems in the world economy steadily increases; many modern markets,
especially markets related to online purchases, are dominated by recommender systems. Offline stores
also rely increasingly on recommender systems to improve product placement and guide customers
through their shopping experience [5]. Recent economic studies indicate that recommender systems
have important influence on the markets as they reduce product uncertainty for the customers, and
recommendations can be viewed as information externalities [6, 7].
Another important application of recommender systems is the impact they provide on business
management. Studies indicate that the presence of recommender systems significantly changes user
behaviour, influencing both purchasing behaviour and trust [8, 9, 10]. Some recommender systems
are based on web mining to train for consumer behaviour and adapt to it, providing important new
prospects for e-commerce [11]; others provide important information for decision makers in marketing, benefiting the entire process of gathering and processing relevant information, making inferences
from available information, and helping make better decisions for marketing campaigns [12]. Another
important aspect is that recommender systems may change their properties with time, as new items
and users accumulate in the system, so it is vitally important to have good monitoring tools that can
pass information further to business management; this is an intersection of recommender systems and
business intelligence [13].
Music recommendation is an important direction in the field of recommender systems. Many
recent works in this area have appeared at the International Society for Music Information Retrieval
Conference (ISMIR) [14], the Workshop on Music Recommendation and Discovery (WOMRAD)
[15, 16], and the Recommender Systems conference (RecSys) [17]. Several broadcasting services,
e.g., last.fm, Yahoo!LaunchCast, and Pandora, are known for their recommender systems and work
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on a commercial basis (however, the latter two do not operate in Russia). Despite many high quality
works on different aspects of music recommendation, there are only a few studies devoted to online
radio station recommender systems [18]. This work deals with the Russian online radio hosting service
FMhost, in particular, with its new hybrid recommender system.
Recently, the focus of computer science research dealing with music has shifted from music information retrieval and exploration [19, 20, 21] to music recommendation [22, 23]. It is not a new
direction (see, e.g., [24]); however, it is now inspired by new capabilities of large online services that
can provide not only millions of tracks for listening, but also thousands of radio stations to choose
from at a single web site. In addition to this, social tagging is an important factor that leads to new
recommender algorithms based on tag similarity [25, 26, 27].
In this work, we consider the music recommendation problem from a slightly different angle. First,
we recommend radio stations, i.e., sequences or sets of compositions rather than individual tracks, as
most other music recommenders do. Second, as we demonstrate below, the FMhost service does
not have enough data for reasonable SVD-based recommendations; still, recommendations have to be
provided. We propose a novel recommender algorithm that combines three data matrices: radio station
visits, listenings to specific tags, and frequency of tags inside radio stations. We show experimental
results on the FMhost dataset and propose a fusion of two different algorithms that can be tuned for
specific quality metrics.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly survey related work in music recommendation. Section 3 outlines the online radio service FMhost. In section 4, we propose a novel
recommender model, two basic recommender algorithms, a third algorithm that combines them, and
show the recommender system architecture. Quality of service (QoS) measurements, a comparison
with an SVD-based approach, and some insights into FMhost user behaviour are discussed in Section
5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Related work

Music recommendation has become especially important because modern systems that provide music
to their users strive to help users find their own hidden gems in the “long tail” of the popularity distribution of musical compositions and/or collections of compositions such as, in our case, radio stations.
Most music recommender systems operate under the general principles of collaborative filtering [28].
For instance, last.fm mines user tastes both explicitly, from “like” marks with which users express their
interest in compositions, and implicitly, from compositions that the users actually listen to. Many music recommenders also incorporate content-based features, analyzing the sound files themselves. An
interesting example of the latter is the Pandora service [29, 30]; Pandora decomposes a music composition into the so-called music genome: the “genes” of a composition are different for different music
genres, and compositions are graded for various “genes” by professional musicologists. Still, even
content-based systems usually employ collaborative filtering and use content features to supplement
4

classical recommender algorithms, so basic ideas of collaborative filtering such as matrix factorization [31, 32, 33, 34, 35] and nearest neighbors in both user-based and item-based collaborative filtering
[36, 37, 38, 39] certainly apply; see also recent surveys on recommender systems [40, 41, 42, 43].
A widely acclaimed public contest on music recommender algorithms, KDD Cup2 , was recently
held by Yahoo!. In KDD Cup, track 1 was devoted to learning to predict users’ ratings of musical
items (tracks, albums, artists, and genres) where the items formed a taxonomy: tracks belong to
albums, albums belong to artists, where albums and tracks are also tagged with genres. Track 2
aimed at developing learning algorithms for separating music tracks scored highly by specific users
from tracks that have not been scored by them. It attracted a lot of attention to problems that are both
typical for recommender systems and specific for music recommendation: scalability issues, capturing
the dynamics and taxonomical properties of recommended items, and other problems [44]. Another
major music recommender contest with open data, the Million Songs Dataset Challenge3 , was held in
2012 by the Computer Audition Lab at UC San Diego and LabROSA at Columbia University [45].
The core data consists of triples (user, song, count); it covers approximately 1.2 million users and
more than 380,000 songs. While music recommender problems seldom have explicit user preferences
(it is unlikely that users are prepared to rate every track they listen to), this kind of data can serve as
input to one-class recommender algorithms that operate on implicit information regarding user activity
[46, 47, 48]; these algorithms can also benefit from additional information about both users and items
[49, 50].
Recent music recommendation trends reflect the advantages of hybrid approaches and call for
user-centric quality measures [51]. For instance, the work [52] proposes a novel approach based on
the so-called “forgetting curve” to evaluate “freshness” of predictions. Tags (both moderated and
user-generated) turn out to be especially important for recommendations. The work [53] studies the
problem of how much metadata one needs in music recommendation: a subjective evaluation of 19
users has revealed that pure content-based methods can be drastically improved with genre tags. Finally, the authors proposed a recommender approach that starts from an explicit set of music tracks
provided by the user as evidence of his/her preferences and then infers high-level semantic descriptors
for each track [54]. There is also a rich body of work devoted to tag suggestion and automated tag
generation for music compositions since tags, especially generic tags like genres or social tags like
“music for jogging” can then serve as preconstructed recommenders for the users [55, 56, 57, 58].
In [59], the authors proposed a music recommender system Starnet for social networking. It generates social recommendations based on positive ratings of friends, non-social recommendations based
on positive ratings of other users in the network, and random recommendations. Hottabs is another
interesting recently developed online music recommendation system [60], dedicated to learning how
to play guitar. Some authors improve music recommender systems with semantic extraction techniques [61, 62]. In [63], the author describes a system of genre recommendation for music and TV
2 http://kddcup.yahoo.com/
3 http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/millionsong/
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programs that can be considered as an alternative channel selector. The authors of [64] proposed a
recommender system GroupFan which is able to aggregate preferences of a group of users to their
mutual satisfaction.
Many online services (e.g., last.fm and LaunchCast) call their audio streams “radio stations”. However, they are actually just playlists from a database of tracks which are based on a recommender
system rather than real predefined channels. FMhost4 , on the other hand, provides users with online
radio stations in the classical meaning of this term: human DJs perform live, and a radio station actually represents a strategy or mood of a specific person (DJ) who plays his/her own tracks, performs
contests etc. Thus, the problem we aim to solve differs from most of the work done in terms of music
recommendation, and some of the challenges are unique. For instance, our system is scalable and it
allows users to listen to music without being registered, and as a result our test dataset contains only
4266 registered users with a recorded listening history. The dataset contains 2206 radio stations with
24803 non-zero entries in the user–station matrix; it is small and sparse, so standard recommendation
techniques (e.g., SVD that we compare our algorithms to) fail to achieve good prediction quality.

3

Online service FMhost.me

3.1

A concise online broadcasting dictionary

We begin by briefly introducing some basic domain terminology. A chart is a track rating of a particular radio station; for example, a rock chart shows a certain number (e.g., 10) of most popular rock
tracks, ranked from the most popular (rank 1) to the least popular (rank 10) according to a survey. A
live performance (or just live for short) is a performance with one or several DJs (disk jockeys) assigned to it. They perform using their own PCs, and the audio stream is being redirected from them to
an Icecast server and then distributed to the users. The DJs may also have their own blog for each live,
where people can interact with DJs who perform live. LiquidSoap is a sound generator that broadcasts
audio files (*.mp3, *.aac etc.) into an audio stream, and Icecast is a retranslation server that redirects
an audio stream from one source (e.g., LiquidSoap) to many receivers.

3.2

The FMhost project

FMhost is an interactive radio network. The portal allows users to listen and broadcast their own radio
stations. There are four user categories in the portal: (1) unauthorized user, (2) listener, (3) disk jockey
(DJ), and (4) radio station owner.
User capabilities vary with their status. Unauthorized listeners can listen to any station but cannot
vote or become DJs and cannot use the recommender system and the rating system. Listeners can vote
for tracks, lives, and radio stations. They are allowed to use the recommender system and the rating
4 http://host.fm/en/
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system, and they can subscribe to lives, radio stations, or DJs. They also can be appointed to a live
and become a DJ.
There are three types of broadcasting: (1) stream redirection from another server, (2) AutoDJ
translation, and (3) live performance. Stream redirection applies when a radio station owner has a
separate dedicated server, uses FMhost as a broadcasting platform, and broadcasts with his own sound
generator, e.g., SamBroadcaster (http://spacial.com/sam-broadcaster), LiquidSoap (http:
//savonet.sourceforge.net/) etc. AutoDj is a special option that allows the users to play music directly from the FMhost server. Every radio owner gets some space where he/she can download
tracks, and then LiquidSoap generates the audio stream and the Icecast (http://www.icecast.org/)
server redirects it to the listeners. Usually the owner sets a schedule for his radio station. Live performances are done by DJs. Everyone who has performed live at least once can be called a DJ. He or she
can also be added to a radio station crew. Moreover, a DJ can perform lives at any station, not only on
his own station where he or she is in a crew.
FMhost was the first project of its kind in Russia, starting in 2009. Following FMhost’s success,
there now exist several radio broadcasting portals: http://frodio.com/, http://myradio24.
com/, http://www.radio-hoster.ru/, http://www.taghosting.ru/, http://www.economhost.
com/, and even http://fmhosting.ru/. In late 2011, FMhost was taken down for a major redesign
of both codebase and recommender system architecture. In this paper, we describe the results of this
upgrade.
The previous version of the recommender system experienced several problems, including tag discrepancy and personal tracks without tags at all. A survey conducted by FMhost with about a hundred
respondents showed that more than half of them appreciated the previous version of its recommender
system, and more than 80% of the answers were either positive or neutral (see [65, Table 1]); nevertheless, the new recommender model and algorithms provide even better recommendations and make
even less prediction mistakes.

3.3

FMhost conceptual improvements

The new version features a more complex system of user interactions. Every radio station has an
owner who is not just a name but also has the ability to assign DJs for lives, prepare radio schedule,
and assign lives and programs. A new broadcasting panel allows the DJs to play tracks with new
features such as an equalizer or fading between tracks. A new algorithm for the recommender system,
a new rating system, and a new chart system will also be launched in the new version. The rating
system has been developed to rank radio stations and DJs according to their popularity and quality
of work. A new core is being implemented, and a new concept of LiquidSoap and Icecast is being
designed. The new system fixes all problems that were identified in the previous version.
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4

Models, algorithms and recommender architecture

4.1

Input data and general structure

Our model is based on three data matrices 5 . The first matrix A = (aut ) tracks the number of times user
u visits radio stations with a certain tag t. Each radio station r broadcasts audio tracks with a certain
set of tags Tr . The sets of all users, radio stations, and tags are denoted by U, R, and T respectively.
Elements of the second matrix B = (brt ) show how many tracks with a tag t a radio station r has played.
Finally, the third matrix C = (cur ) contains the number of times a user u has visited a radio station
r. For each of these three matrices, we denote by vA , vB , and vC the respective vectors containing
sums of elements: vA = ∑ aut , vB = ∑ brt , and vC = ∑ aur . We also introduce for each matrix A,
t∈T

t∈T

r∈R

B, C the corresponding frequency matrices A f , B f , and C f ; a frequency matrix results by normalizing
the matrix with the respective vector of visits, e.g., A f = (aut · (vAu )−1 ). Our model is not static: the
matrices A, B, and C change after a user u visits a radio station r with a tag t, i.e., each value aut , brt ,
and cur is incremented by 1 after this visit.
The model consists of three main blocks: Individual-Based Recommender System (IBRS) model,
Collaborative-Based Recommender System (CBRS) model, and Fusion Recommender System (FRS)
that aggregates the results of the first two. Each model has its own algorithmic implementation.

4.2

IBRS

The IBRS model uses matrices A f and B f and aims to provide a particular user u0 ∈ U with top N
recommendations represented mathematically by a special structure TopN (u). Formally, TopN (u0 ) is
a triple (Ru0 , u0 , score), where Ru0 is a set of at most N radio stations recommended to a particular
user u0 , u0 is a well-defined quasiordering (reflexive, transitive, and complete) on the set Ru0 , and
score is a function which maps each radio station r from Ruo to [0, 1].
The algorithm computes the l1 -norm (Manhattan) distance between a user u0 and a radio station
r: d(u0 , r) = ∑ t ∈ T |au0t − brt |. Then distances between the user u0 and all radio stations r ∈ R are
computed, and the algorithm constructs the relation ≺u0 according to the following rule: ri  r j iff
d(u0 , ri ) ≤ d(u0 , ri ). The function score operates on Ru0 according to the following rule:
score(ri ) = 1 − d(u0 , ri )/ max d(u0 , r j ).
r j ∈R

(1)

Finally, after selecting N radio stations with N largest values in Ru0 , we have a ranked list TopN (u0 )
of radio stations recommended to the user u0 . In case there are several elements with the same score
(rank) so that TopN (u) is not uniquely defined, we simply choose the first elements according to some
arbitrary ordering (e.g., lexicographically by their names).
5 The

data used for the experimenation is available by the following link: http://bit.ly/hostfm
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Figure 1: The recommender system architecture
As shown in Fig. 1, our simplified model takes into account only “listened tracks” but the previously proposed one [65] also deals with “liked tracks”, “liked radio stations”, and “favorite radio
stations”.

4.3

CBRS

The CBRS model is based on the C f matrix (normalized number of times a user u has visited a radio
station r). This matrix also yields a vector nC which stores the total number of stations listened by
each user u ∈ U. This vector also changes over time, and this value is used as a threshold to transform
matrix C f into a similarity matrix D via cosine similarity between users i and j:
cfi · cf j
sim(i, j) = q
∑r∈R c2f ir ∗ ∑r∈R c2f jr

(2)

After computing D, the algorithm constructs the list Topk (u0 ) = (Uu0 , u0 , sim) of k users similar
to the target user u0 who awaits recommendations. We define the set of all radio stations user u0 has
listened to by L(u0 ) = {r|c f ur = 0}. In a similar way, we define

TopN (u0 ) = (Ru0 , u0 , score),
where score(r) = sim(u∗ ) · c f u∗ r
and u∗ = arg

max
u∈Uu0 ,r∈U/L(u0 )

(3)

sim(u) · c f ur .

Note that the variable score takes values in the range of [0, 1]. The problem of choosing exactly
the N best stations is solved in the same way as in the IBRS submodel.
9

4.4

FRS

After IBRS and CBRS have returned results, we dispose of two ranked lists of recommended stations TopIN (u0 ) and TopCN (u0 ) for a target user u0 from IBRS and CBRS respectively. The FRS
submodel proposes a simple solution for aggregating these lists into the final recommendation structure TopEN (u0 ) = (REu0 , Eu0 , scoreE ). For every r ∈ RCu0 ∪ RIu0 , the function scoreE (r) maps r to the
weighted sum
β · scoreC (r) + (1 − β ) · scoreI (r),

(4)

where β ∈ [0,1], scoreC (r) = 0 for all r 6∈ RC , and scoreI (r) = 0 for all r 6∈ RI . The algorithm adds the
best N radio stations according to this criterion to the set RCu0 .

5

Quality of service assessment

To evaluate the quality of the developed system, we used a variant of the cross-validation technique
proposed in [66]. We represent the dataset as an object-attribute table (binary relation) T ⊆ U × I,
where uTi iff user u ∈ U used (purchased, watched, listened etc.) item i ∈ I. To evaluate the quality
of recommendations in terms of precision and recall, we split the initial user set U into training and
test subsets Utrain and Utest , where the test set is smaller than the training set, e.g., with a 20/80
proportion. Recommendation precision and recall are evaluated on the test set, and this part of the
algorithm is similar to one step of conventional cross-validation. Then each user vector u from Utest
is divided into two parts which consist of evaluated items Ivisible and items Ihidden which we have
intentionally hidden. Note that in existing literature, the proportion between the size of Ivisible and
Ihidden is not discussed even in similar schemes [67]. Then, for example, a user-based algorithm makes
recommendations according to similarity between users from the test and training sets. Each user
from Utest gets recommendations as a set of fixed size rn (u) = {i1 , i2 , · · · , in }. Precision and recall are
defined as
|rn (u) ∩ uI ∩ Ihidden |
,
|uI ∩ Ihidden |
|rn (u) ∩ uI ∩ Ihidden |
Precision =
,
|rn (u) ∩ Ihidden |
Recall =

(5)
(6)

where uI is the set of all items from I used by u. These measures are calculated for each user and
then averaged. The experiment can be repeated several times, e.g. 100, for different test and training
set splits, and then the values are averaged again. In addition, one can select the set Ihidden at random, but with a specific proportion, e.g. 20%. The idea behind the method comes from traditional
cross-validation, but in the case of recommender systems some modifications are needed. We used
a modified version of m-fold cross-validation, which is performed by splitting the initial set into m
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disjoint subsets, where each subset is used as a test set and the other subsets are considered as training
sets. To evaluate ranking quality based on the number of performed listenings we use the Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) measure.
Before we proceed to the detailed description of the procedure, we discuss some important aspects
of the FMHost data that we have mined.

5.1

Basic statistics

The dataset contains the following entities: users, tags, radio stations, and tracks. We have selected
users with at least one tag in the profile, and then all the tags related to the selected users. At the
next step, we have chosen radio stations that the selected users have listened to or with selected tags
in the radio station profiles. Finally, we have chosen tracks related to at least one of the selected
radio stations and to at least one tag. The resulting dataset contains 4266 users, 3618 tags, 2209 radio
stations, and 4165 tracks. The corresponding matrices have the following number of nonempty entries:
38504 in the user–tag matrix, 18539 in the radiostation–tag, 24803 in the user–radiostation, 18781 in
the track–tag, and 22525 in the radiostation–track matrix.
It is a well-known fact that social networking data often follows the so called power law distribution [68]. In order to choose which number of active users or radio stations we have to take into
account for making recommendations, we performed a simple statistical analysis of the user and radio
station activity. Around 20% of the users (only registered ones) were analysed.
Table 1: Basic parameters of the user and radio visits datasets, with power-law fits and the corresponding p-value .
Dataset
n
hxi
σ xmax x̂min
α̂
ntail p-value
User dataset 4187 5.86 12.9 191 12 ± 2 2.46(0.096) 117 0.099
Radio dataset 2209 11.22 60.05 1817 46 ± 11 2.37(0.22) 849 0.629

Table 1 shows p-values of statistical tests performed with the Matlab package introduced in [68].
It shows that the power law does fit the radio station dataset, and the probability to make an error by
ruling out the null hypothesis (no power law) is about 0.1 for the user dataset. Thus, the radio station
visits dataset is more likely to follow the power law than the user visits dataset, but we should take it
into account for both datasets; Fig. 2 shows how the power law actually fits our data.
This analysis implies useful consequences according to the well-known “80:20” rule W = P(α−2)/(α−1) ,
which means that the fraction W of the wealth is in the hands of the richest P of the population. In
our case, 50% of users make 80% of all radio station visits, and 50% of radio stations have 83% of
all visits (which is actually a rather flat distribution compared to most services). Thus, if the service
tends to take into account only active stations and users, it can cover 80% of all visits by considering
50% of their active audience. However, new radio stations still deserve to be recommended, so this
11
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Figure 2: Power law at FMHost. On the left, users sorted by the number of radio stations they have
listened to. On the right, radio stations sorted by the number of their users. Both graphs (on log scale)
show power law dependencies.
rule can only be applied to the user database.

5.2

Quality assessment

To evaluate the quality of the IBRS subsystem, we compute average precision and recall on the set
RN ⊂ R, where N is the number of randomly “hidden” radio stations. We suppose that for every station
r ∈ RN and every user u ∈ U the algorithm does not know whether the radio stations were visited, and
we change A f and R accordingly. Then IBRS attempts to recommend the Top-N radio stations for the
modified matrix A f . Top-N average precision and recall are computed as follows:

∑
Precision =

u∈U

|U|
∑

Recall =

|RIu ∩Lu ∩RN |
|Lu ∩RIu |

u∈U

,

(7)

.

(8)

|RIu ∩Lu ∩RN |
|Lu ∩RN |

|U|

To deal with CBRS, we use a modification of the leave-one-out technique. At each step of the
procedure for a particular user u, we “hide” all radio stations r ∈ RN by setting c f ur = 0. Then we
perform the CBRS algorithm assuming that c f u0 r is unchanged for u0 ∈ U/u and then compute
∑
Precision =

u∈U

|U|
∑

Recall =

|RCu ∩Lu ∩RN |
|Lu ∩RCu |

u∈U

,

(9)

.

(10)

|RCu ∩Lu ∩RN |
|Lu ∩RN |

|U|
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To tune the FRS system, we can use a combination of these two procedures trying to find the
optimal β as
β ∗ = arg max
β

2 · Precision · Recall
.
(Precision + Recall)

(11)

After launching the system, we suppose to be able to collect enough reliable statistics in about one
month of active operation in order to tune β and choose appropriate similarity and distance measures
and thresholds. We suppose that the resulting system will provide reasonably accurate recommendations using only a single (last) month of user history and only 50% of the most active users. For
quality assessment during the actual operation, we will compute Top-N precision and recall measures
as well as NDCG. In addition, online surveys can be launched to assess user satisfaction with the new
recommender system.

5.3

Experimental results

The IBRS algorithm uses the user–tag matrix A and the radiostation–tag matrix B. As a result, we
have a matrix of predicted scores that contains recommendations of radiostations for users. Figure 6
shows the precision, recall, and NDCG measure of IBRS versus the size of the recommendation
list. For the first recommended item, precision is about 30% and then it rapidly drops as Top-N
grows to 5-10 elements. Then it becomes close to 1% while N goes to 100. Recall for the first
recommended radiostation is 50%, and then the recall value slowly increases as Top-N grows. NDCG
slowly increases while Top-N grows. Our Matlab implementation of IBRS runs for about 80s for all
users.
The CBRS algorithm uses the user–radiostation matrix C. To evaluate its quality, we used 3 × 3fold cross-validation which we described in the beginning of Section 5. Therefore, as a result we have
9 different partitions of the initial data into training and test set, and all measures are averaged by all
partitions. Figure 6 shows that CBRS precision is smaller than IBRS precision for small Top-N size:
for the first recommended radiostation it is about 7%. However, for large Top-N size it goes down
to 2% (N = 100), which is better than IBRS precision. In terms of recall CBRS also loses: recall of
the first recommended radiostation is about 10%, and then for higher values of N it becomes closer
to IBRS recall. NDCG of CBRS is strictly less than the NDCG of IBRS, which shows that IBRS
is a better ranker than CBRS. The testing time for the entire cross-validation procedure is about 50
minutes.
The hybrid recommender system FRS uses output matrices with scores of recommended radiostations for IBRS and CBRS. To make the final ranking, it employs a weighted sum of the IBRS and
CBRS output matrices. Parameter β is tuned for each Top-N size. To this end, for β from 0 to 1 with
step 0.05 we have calculated the resulting weighted matrix; for this matrix, we calculate precision,
recall, the F-measure, and NDCG. The procedure is repeated for N ranging from 1 to 100. The value
of β is then tuned to maximize one of the measures. By maximizing the F-measure, we improve the
13
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Figure 4: Tuning the parameter β to maximize NDCG

general quality of the output but nearly ignore the ranking. Maximization of NDCG takes into account
the ranking. The time needed to tune β in the range from 0 to 1 with step 0.05 in our implementation
is 200s. It takes up to 3s to calculate the final recommendation matrix with the chosen β .
When we maximize the F-measure with respect to β , for N = 1 IBRS has a slightly higher weight,
about 0.57, but as Top-N grows to 30-35 radio stations, the parameter β smoothly decreases, thus
increasing CBRS’s contribution; for N > 35 β drops to 0 (see Fig. 3). These results can be explained
by the fact that IBRS provides higher precision and recall than CBRS, but as N grows the F-meausre
of CBRS is getting higher than for IBRS. As a result, the F-measure for FRS is not less than the
F-measure of either IBRS or CBRS individually, and FRS performs efficiently for every tested recommender list size. In particular, for N in the order of 15-20 radiostations the F-measure of FRS is
2-3% higher than the F-measure of the best basic method (IBRS). For a larger size of the recommendation list, N, the FRS F-measure is close to CBRS.
NDCG maximisation by the parameter β prefers IBRS at first: the parameter begins with 0.6.
But then in the range of N from 2 to 10 radiostations β decreases to 0.4 and stabilizes, oscillating
for larger values of N around 0.40-0.41. This implies that CBRS contributes slightly more to the
final recommendation (see Fig. 4). When we tune β to maximize NDCG, the weighted sum approach
performed better than IBRS (which is better than CBRS with respect to NDCG) by 4-5% for all tested
14
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Figure 5: Root mean squared error in SVD experiments as a function of the number of features. Solid
line denotes error on the validation set; dashed line, error on the training set.

output sizes.
For comparison, we have also implemented a standard collaborative filtering model based on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [69, 70, 32, 31, 28]. In this model, an item’s rating is approximated
as a scalar product of user and item feature vectors (plus some baseline predictors). In our setting,
lacking explicit ratings, we have applied SVD to the matrix of user listenings to radio stations. Due to
the power law dependencies we have discovered (see Section 5.1), we have used the logarithm of the
number of listenings (plus one) in the model:
log(listenu,r + 1) ∼ µ + bu + br + v>
u vr ,

(12)

where listenu,r is the number of times user u listened to radio station r, µ is the general mean, bu and
br are the baseline predictors for the user u and the station r respectively, and vu and vr are the vectors
of the user and station features respectively.
It was clear that there is not enough data and the matrix is too sparse for SVD. This was also
supported by our experiments: we did not see any improvement at all as the number of SVD features
grew, the quality on the validation set was stable all the way from a single feature to about 100 and then
started showing clear signs of overfitting; this is depicted in Fig. 5. Results of the main experiments
also supported this observation: in Fig. 6, SVD clearly loses to the methods proposed in this work.

6

Conclusion and further work

In this work, we have described the underlying models, algorithms, and system architecture of the
new improved FMHost service and tested it on the available real dataset. We hope that the developed
algorithms will help users find relevant radio stations for listening, and thus will provide FMHost with
a more efficient tool to attract and retain customers. During future optimization and tuning of the
algorithm, special attention should be paid to scalability issues and user-centric quality assessment.
By using bimodal cross-validation, we have built a hybrid algorithm FRS tuned to maximize either
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Figure 6: Experimental results for four algorithms: IBRS, CBRS, FRS, and SVD. Graphs, top to
bottom: precision, recall, and NDCG as a function of the number of top recommendations predicted
for a user (averaged over all users).

F-measure or NDCG for various values of N and β . The FRS algorithm performs better than the three
other approaches, namely IBRS, CBRS, and SVD, both in terms of F-measure and in terms of NDCG.
According to the NDCG@n (NDCG at n) measure, IBRS is strictly better than CBRS, so the
former one is a better ranker. The maximal value of F-measure is obtained for the Top-N of size 15.
Surprisingly, in our experiments the state-of-the-art SVD-based technique performed poorly in
comparison to our proposed algorithms. This can be explained by the small size and sparseness of
our dataset. We hypothesize that the methods described in this work will suit datasets with similar
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properties. Matrix factorization techniques remain an important tool to increase scalability, but they
have to be carefully adapted and assessed, taking into account the folksonomic nature of the track tags
and rather disappointing results of the SVD-based technique. Another important issue is connected
to the triadic relational nature of the data (users, radio stations or tracks, and tags), which constitutes
the so called folksonomy [71], a fundamental data structure in resource-sharing systems with tags. As
shown in [72], this data can be successfully mined by means of triclustering, so we also plan to build
a tag-based recommender system by means of triclustering.
It is worth noting that the proposed recommender system is not used for recommendation of radio
streamers [73] but users receive recommendations on real radiostations headed by DJs. Its IBRS component may have an advantage on usage of the proposed adaptive user and radio profiles represented
by tags’ frequencies since both the user’s tastes and radio repertoire may evolve over time. In this
case pure collaborative-based approach like CBRS may become cumbersome to timely response to
the user’s needs.
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